Effective Fall 2019: Declaring a Dual/Double Major

Begins with new ACM students Fall 2019

The ONLY majors ACM students may declare as double/dual majors are those listed as eligible for the students' state of residence.

ACM students only have to apply for ACM Certification from their state for their first ACM major, which must then receive USC ACM approval (see Applying for ACM page).

ACM students that change out of their USC ACM approved major will lose the ACM tuition reduction.

In order to avoid loss of ACM and/or back billing, students that wish to receive ACM under their second, ACM-eligible major must apply for ACM under the new major prior to changing out of their USC ACM-approved major.

ACM students that declare a second major that is not ACM eligible for the student’s state of residence will be granted a 5-day grace period to drop the non-ACM eligible major before their ACM tuition reduction is removed.

Current ACM students with non-ACM eligible double/dual majors will be grandfathered in under the same dual/double major for the following duration: 5 years from the first term of enrollment at USC*. Any change out of the dual/double major will subject students to the new dual/double major policy.

*NOTE: this is not the first term of enrollment with an ACM major, but the first term of enrollment at USC.

From the USC ACM website www.sc.edu/acm Maintaining ACM page.